10/12/93

rrs. nary Perrell
4406 Holland Ave.,
Dallas, TX 75219
Dear Mary,

Instead of a card, for which in years we have not had time, I do hope that all
is going as well a it can with you and Buck. And that the Livingstone vvil is receding.
I've had surprisingly little reaction to it. It convinces me what I'd believed
from his and his publisher's account of it that there is not all that much interest in
it. I've had not a single nasty letter, not a madam single media inquiry, not a single
review sent me, and a cpuple of letters asking me the truth because they just did not
believe that crazy man's crazy book.
Even those strange people of his claque have been silent.
I have not heard of him being on a single talk show, either. ''f course he could
have been on many but I'm inclined to think if many I'd have heard of it.
I was surprised at Sue Fitch. But then the only contact I hdd with her was that
one time.
Twirl: and tween I've completed a lengtiljunread draft of killing the killer of
truth himself, so to speak. When I have time I'll read and correct it. I took the time
to check what he quoted indicating no omissions and included what he did omit. What he
did was not a careless error!
It happens that after finishing NEVER AGAIN! which is noW due next September I had
started Inside the JFK Assassination Industry, as something long overdue. I began by
going over those of my life's experiences thit were learning experiences for the work I
have done. In tie course of it, never dreaming that Harry and Pcymer would do what they
did, I want into those things, but honestly and fully, not with inferences or distortions.
So some time before Posner's book was out that was all on paper. So far from being something of which 1!, ft be ashamed iN any of those things I have a file of what the FBI said
about them in my "subject" file so those who use that file can see it and do or not
do whatever they may like. Both Posner and Livingston's thief of a copy Waybright
worked in that file. I've just discovered even more stealing that could have been only
by W:ybright, by the way. whose who are not honest can omit whatever they want, and do.
fly belief is that C & C's libel lawyer took out what could be actionable by those
ytung enough to want to due and did not care about us older ones because as a practical
matter we cannot, absent outside interest and help. I've sought none. Thus they were
c,.reful to speak badly aside from us only of the dead. Except for the form, that atrhcity
has not a single quality of a book. It is sick! I think that probably the only reason
they did it is the sales of h is earlier trash.
We do hope you are both as good as you can be and that the coming yeard is as good
as it can be to both of you.

Our love,

